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OUTSOURCED

Why nFocus?

Flex, scale and manage the high peaks and low troughs of your testing

requirements by calling on a partner that specialises in testing.

Whether you need testing for a digital

transformation project, an implementation

of a new system, or are looking to outsource

testing as a whole for the entire organisation;

multi award-winning nFocus can help.

Outsourced testing is one of nFocus’ core

capabilities and we have been successfully

delivering them for over eighteen years. In

doing so, we have been recognised with a

range of awards including Leading Vendor

from the European Software Testing

Awards, a prestigious Worldwide Microsoft

Partner of the Year and named in Test

Magazine’s 20 Leading Providers. We’re

proud to have worked with the likes of

Microsoft, AXA, Harrods, Kier Group and

Ericsson to name just a few.

There are extensive benefits from

outsourcing testing for a project,

programme or for the entire organisation.

Outsourcing brings long term consistency,

economies of scale, improved time to

market, reliability in delivery and overall

reduction in costs. You are able to deploy

resources for the required project duration

rather than needing to hire, train or fire

additional employees in the peaks and

troughs of testing activities.

Access to best-of-breed
capabilities and QA/QC practices
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Experts in our field

Longest established UK-owned pure play testing

consultancy

Specialist QA and testing consultancy for over 21 years 

The only company to win Leading Vendor at the European

Software Testing Awards on two separate occasions

Managing a team of over 120 UK based consultants

Vast domain experience

We are truly independent and only deliver testing services 

Experience of working within all processes and

methodologies 

Our speciality is providing the right expertise on site in the

UK 

We're a multi award-winning testing consultancy and have been named Leading

Vendor by the European Software Testing Awards as well as being regularly

featured in the Test Magazine’s 20 Leading Testing Providers.

Get in touch to discuss our Outsourced Testing services, or talk
through your situation with one of our specialists.


